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Girl at Sea 
By Maureen Johnson 
 
Critic: Real Nut 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

At first, this novel may 
seem like it will be 
stupid– but that is 
just…(wait for it...) 
JUDGING A BOOK BY 

ITS COVER!  Okay, sorry that was a bad 
joke.  Anyway, Girl at Sea is an adventure 
book!  And sure, it’s girly and romantic, 
but what’s so bad about that?  It all starts 
when a 17 year old girl named Clio learns 
that she will be spending her summer on 
a boat, with her dad and a few other peo-
ple, on some super-secret-archaeological-
treasure hunt.  Clio’s parents are di-
vorced, and she doesn’t see her dad too 
often– and from her descriptions, he’s a 
bit of a…(wait for it…) Real Nut!  Okay, 
back to the story. So Clio is on this boat 
off the coast of Italy with her dad and his 
crew, which consists of two other adults 
and two teenagers.  At first, Clio thinks 
her summer will be boring and sad– but 
no, it will actually be EXCITING AND SAD!  
AND HAPPY!  From almost dying to dis-
covering an important artifact, and from 
romance-things to family problems, Clio’s 
summer is a crazy adventure.  I highly 
recommend this book! 
 
 

Sim City 2013 
video game 
 

Critic: Recnad 
Rating: Acceptable... 
 

Sim City 2013 is basi-
cally a video game 
where you create your 
own city.  (It’s in the 
name.)  You can add 
skyscrapers, and 
make a modern city where people are 
happy, or destroy your city with torna-
does, volcanoes, or alien invasions.  If 
you are really interested in building socie-
ties and stuff like that, then you really like 
the new Sim City, which includes great 
graphics, and a very fun time playing. 

 
Harry Potter and 
the Deathly      
Hallows 
By J.K. Rowling 
 

Critic: 360OLLIE 
Rating: Raining Candy 

 
Harry Potter is an 
amazing book series 
renowned around the 

world.  In this final installment of the se-
ries, suspense, action, and mystery take 
over without completely overwhelming 
you.  The minions of Lord Vodlemort are 
closing in, picking off those Harry calls 
family.  He must become a nomad along 
with his best friends as he tries to destroy 
the items that make Lord Voldemort pow-
erful even though this is next to impossi-
ble.  Walk along with the characters as 
they are challenged by death and much 
more.  If you’ve stopped reading the se-
ries, the last book is worth it! This book 
was epic! 



 
 
successful.  Give it a try.  Really.  You’d 
like it.  It’s a rather enjoyable game and 
lovely story.  What are you waiting for?  
TRY IT!!!!  A Pokémon master named Eri-
ca Polevoy will be supplied to you upon 
request.  She is in seventh grade. 
 
Honk! The Musical 
 

Critic: Yoshi 
Rating: Raining Candy 

  
Honk! Was a great 
play and a great musical.  It was amazing 
and the actors/actresses were the best.  
The play showed the tragic tale of a 
swan’s misunderstood childhood filled 
with ridicule and disgust.  The students 
played their best in the play, and were 
each a huge contribution to the produc-
tion (except the guy who played the voice 
of the farmer— he wasn’t even in grades 
6—8).  I would advise anyone who’s 
reading this to watch the play, but you 
probably won’t because 1) you might 
have already seen it, and 2) it stopped 
showing a long time ago, and it won’t ev-
er be shown again probably.  

 
MS Critics 
BMPL Club 
 

Critic: The 8th 
Grade Critic 
Rating: Raining 
Candy 
 

Okay, so I’ve been in critics for 3 years 
now so I have a few things to say.  Critics 
is a fun club with some great people in it 
currently.  The fact that it only meets 
once a month is sometimes convenient 
but makes it easily forgettable.  I’ve had 
a lot of good times here and I hope it 
stays as good as it is. 

Uppermost: Music 
Producer 
Critic: 360OLLIE 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

Uppermost is the 
stage name of the 
French electronic mu-
sic producer.  His mu-

sic is beautiful, uplifting, and just makes you 
want to rock your head back and forth.  
Most of his songs are lyricless or with just a 
few lines mixed in.  Much different from the 
songs with lyrics that you may be familiar 
with, a heavy mix of beats that are very var-
ied and awesome.  Some of his songs that I 
recommend are “Uppermost Beautiful 
Lights,” with uplifting and beautiful lyrics, 
“Uppermost Shine” with uplifting and head-
rocking beats, and lastly “Uppermost Born 
Limitless” if you want headrocking hardcore 
electro music. 
 
 

 
 
Pokemon 
Critic: Darkstar 
Rating: Raining 
Candy 

 
Pokémon is a popular video game often not 
given enough credit for its enjoyability and 
genius.  It is an old franchise, spanning back 
to the 90s.  Now think, it is still going 
strong.  Maybe there is a reason for the GI-
ANT fanbase.  The answer is that Pokémon 
is very fun.  It’s not about ‘violence’ or 
‘animal abuse’ but about teamwork, strate-
gy, and friendship.  In every game, the 
point is driven that friendship is the key to 
winning the game, collecting every Poké-
mon, and defeating the league.  It makes 
you happy, seeing the Pokémon you so lov-
ingly trained and raised, sometimes from 
the egg, become strong and fierce battlers.  
With over 600, there’s bound to be one 
you’ll like.  You need strategy to be  



Avengers 
Rated: PG-13 
 

Critic: Professor Bookworm 
Rating: Acceptable... 

 
So now that Marvel      
Cinematic Universe has 
its superheroes squared 
away it decided to bring 
all of them together to 
fight a dude with ram’s 
horns and scepter.  The problem was, the 
movie was very anti-climactic before the 
last 30 minutes.  Also, how does Loki sur-
vive getting blasted with a laser, catching 
an explosive arrow, and being banged to 
the ground 5 times by the Hulk?  This 
movie was pretty good and quite comical.  
See all of the superheroes movies before 
you see this, and see Iron Man 3 after 
this.  Believe me, most of the movies 
make references to each other.  And wait 
for the credits to end, because it has 2 
post credits easter egg scenerios.  If you 
want to see aliens, a dude in a metal suit, 
a guy with a  hammer and a red cape, and 
a green guy with anger issues, then SEE 
THIS MOVIE. 
 

Wolves of the Beyond 
By Kathryn Lasky 
 

Critic: Darkstar 

Rating: Raining Candy 
 
Do you like stories about 
heroic canines in the wild 
saving the world of the 
wolves from disaster?  
Meet Faolan, a unique wolf 
raised by a grizzly.  He was 
abandoned from his clan when he was a pup 
because he had a deformity.  The series is the 
story of his survival when his world is falling 
apart, going ‘cag mag’ as wolves say.  Can he 
save the world?  Will he die in the process?  
Find out in the series! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Looney 
Tunes Show 
TV show 
 

Critic: Mr. Real Fun 
Rating: Raining 
Candy 

  
Thinking that this is a bunch of animals 
bashing each other’s heads with frying 
pans?  Well, you’re partially right.  The 
new Looney Tunes Show is now 10x bet-
ter than the original.  It has witty, sarcas-
tic dialogues and funny plots that have 
awesome endings.  It definitely does have 
some physical humor and the spirit of the 
old show but this TV series is definitely 
better. 
 

A Poem Review of Guacamole 
 

Critic: Mr. Real Fun 
Rating: Meh 

  
 Tasty condiment 
 great on chips 
 awesome 
 tomorrow 
 I will forget 
 to bring it 
 to Spanish class. 



 

The Fellowship of 
the Ring 
By J.R.R. Tolkien 
 

Critic: Professor   

Bookworm 
Rating: Acceptable... 

 
A sequel to The    
Hobbit, this book’s 
main character is The 
Hobbit ’s main character’s nephew.  We 
hear from Gandolf the old wizard again, 
and a host of new characters provide a 
hit of comic relief.  This book was good, 
but long.  It went so slow! 
 
 

 
The Lightning 
Thief 
By Rick Riordan 
 

Critic: Mr. Real Fun 
Rating: Acceptable... 

 
Riordan has put     
together a great 
spoof on classic 
Greek myths.  Throw 

together modern day heroes, real gods, 
and a creepy voice speaking from       
Tartarus, the deepest hole in the         
Underworld, and you have The Lightning 
Thief.  This is a great read if you like 
fantasy and Greek myths. 

The Ashbury/
Brookfield Series 
By Jaclyn Moriarty 
 

Critic: Real Nut 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

This is my favorite book 
series.  It’s so amazing 
that it ties with Harry 
Potter.  It follows stu-
dents at two Australian 

schools– one private (Ashburry) and one 
public (Brookfield).  The whole series is told 
through letters, lists, essays, notes and dia-
ry entries.  It begins with Feeling Sorry for 
Celia the story of two girls from the two 
schools who communicate through letters.  
It then goes on to The Year of Secret      
Assignments, then The Murder of Bindy 
Mackenzie, and finally The Ghosts of        
Ashbury High.  You can read the books out 
of order, but the series is better when read 
in order.  Jaclyn Moriarty is a funny, witty 
and awesome writer.  I highly recommend 
this series. 

 

The Extraordinary 
Education of  
Nicholas Benedict 
Critic: Yoshi 
Rating: Unacceptable!! 
 
This book is ok.  But is re-
ally slow too.  The book is 
about how Nicholas Bene-
dict becomes friends with 
two kids when he moves 

to an orphanage, and races to find the orphan-
age’s real treasure.  The book is really cheesy, 
because at the end, the treasure turns out to be 
“friendship and book”!  Can you believe that?  
This book is really just a waste of time, because 
it’s 447 pages of boring.  The first books in the 
series are actually really good, so at least read 
those. 
 
P.S. Critic Mr. Real Fun actually liked this book. 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gone 

By Michael Grant 
 

Critic: Recnad 
Rating: Raining Candy 

 
It’s a strange day in 
Peredite Beach for 
everyone under the 
age of 15...everyone 
15 or older             
disappears.  Not in a cloudy mist, no 
flashing light...just poof.  They’re gone.  
So when there is a town with no adults, 
there is obviously going to be chaos.  
And people are developing strange pow-
ers.  This book is great for you if you like 
focusing on more than one character at 
a time, but if you don’t, just focus on 
Sam Temple.  He’s kind of the main 
character.  So read this book if you want 
to enjoy 558 pages of suspense, come-
dy, love, friendship, betrayal, and a few 
fights.  Sounds great right?  [Critics all 
agree that this book is not recom-
mended for anyone under age 12.] 

Eon 
By Alison Goodman 
 
Critic: The 8th Grade Critic 
Rating: Acceptable… 
 

So, basically it was 
about a girl training to 
be a dragon eye.  A 
dragon eye gets chosen 
once a year and all 

trained to be dragon eyes must be boys so 
16 year old Eona is pretending to be 12 
year old Eon.  She needs to be chosen as 
the next dragon eye or she will be kicked 
out of her master’s house and end up in the 
horrible position she started in.  A good 
book.  Please read. 

 
Wonderstruck 
By Brian Selznick 
 

Critic: Real Nut 

Rating: Lemons in your 

Eyes 

 
Wonderstruck was a dis-
appointing follow up to 
Hugo Cabret.  This book, 
like Hugo, was half pic-
tures and half writing.  It followed two inter-
twining stories—the story of Rose, a deaf girl in 
the 1920s who had an obsession with a movie 
star– who happens to be her mom–—and Ben, 
a boy in the 1970s whose mom recently died.  
The pictures are beautiful, and at first the story 
is really good, but the ending is so disappoint-
ing!  It could have been cooler. Read it if you 
like drawings. 

 

 



Meanwhile 
By Jason Chiga 
 

Critic: Yoshi 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

This book is like an 
awesome game, be-
cause you (the read-
er) get to decide what 
happens in the book.  
There re 3856 possi-
ble endings but only one of them is hap-
py.  It is an amazing book, and a puzzle 
to find all the possible endings.  (And if 
you read the book, then remember to 
always pick chocolate first.)  Read this 
book and be amazed.  (It’s a graphic 
novel.) 
 

 

Chess 
board game 
 
Critic: Professor  
Bookworm 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

64 squares, 16 black pieces, 16 white 
pieces.  Invented in India 1500 years 
ago, it chronicles the combat of two me-
dieval armies.  The game has many as-
pects based on reality.  Among these are 
the diagonal moving pieces, the bishops.  
In reality, they would bless the king be-
fore battle.  And also, the term for when 
the king is trapped, “checkmate,” comes 
from the Persian words “sha mat,” 
meaning “The king is dead.”  This game 
is a classic, and even has an organization 
where super-smart chess players com-
pete for the title of the World Champion.  
International Grandmaster Garry Kaspa-
rov has held the title for the longest 
time.  If you have not learned to play 
this, then LEARN NOW! 

Minecraft 
Video game 
 

Critic:360OLLIE 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

Minecraft is a video game of real life surviv-
al and building anything you want.  With old
-school but exceptionally cool blocky 
graphics and textures.  In survival mode, 
survive by mining ores to improve your 
equipment, craft anything from tools to ma-
terials to food to building blocks.  In crea-
tive, have an infinite amount of everything 
and build whatever you want.  Complex 
machinery, city, sculpture, painting, with no 
limit besides your imagination, get thinking!  
Enchant your weapons and armor to defend 
yourself against nocturnal monsters.  Play 
multiplayer and play privately with your 
friends or with people from all over the 
world building a shop, farm, or mansion.  
Download texture packs to completely 
change the game’s textures, or play with 
mods that add anything from explosives, 
animals, weapons, ores, and materials.  The 
PC/laptop version is the best version with 
the most features….or download the 
xbox360 or phone version that are just 
catching up to the PC.  This game is amaz-
ingly original and insanely fun! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Peeled 
By Joan Bauer 
 

Critic: Real Nut 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

Hildy Biddle is report-
ing for her high 
school newspaper, 
which is very im-
portant to her.  Re-
cently, strange things 
have been happening in her town—
mysterious signs have appeared in front 
of an old house, and people have 
claimed to have seen ghosts.  Her town’s 
newspaper has been publishing mislead-
ing articles about the “ghost,” and using 
fear to get money.  Hildy is out to find 
the truth.  This book was great– despite 
the abundance of apple puns.  You learn 
a lot about journalism, and truth, and 
fear and fancy-shmancy-business stuff in 
this book.  Read it! It sounds boring but 
it’s not. 
 

How They Croaked 
By Georgia Bragg 
 

Critic:Darkstar 
Rating: Raining Candy 
 

Do you like death?  Alt-
hough it’s a nonfiction 
book, it feels like fiction.  
Learn about medieval 
medical practices.  Ever 
wonder how Washington 

died?  It’s all there!  The lives (and more 
importantly) the deaths of the 
(unfortunately) famous.  Yep, it’s time to 
stop that Cleopatra shrine in your room.  
Find many gory and bloody ends here!  But 
we’re not done yet.  Remove that 
weird...Napolean pillow...thing.  Seriously. 
STOP.  Read how he died bloated, sweaty 
and chock full of germs and poison.  Cau-
tion.  Not for the faint of heart or queasy.  
See if you can take it. 

 
Scribblenauts 
Unlimited 
Video game 
 
Critic: Recnad 
Rating: Acceptable… 
 

Scribblenauts is a fun cartoon video game 
for DS, PC, and smartphones, where you 
can basically write any words (except for a 
few inappropriate words…) and it becomes 
a drawing.  For example, if you were to 
type ridable flying hipster Pegasus, it would 
work, and Max, the main character, could 
use it.  There are lots of different levels to 
play and its also fun when you don’t solve 
the levels.  If you are interested in this 
awesome game, the PC version is the best 
butt-kicking amazing one.  So if you don’t 
want this game, then there is probably 
something wrong with you, and Cthulhu 
should eat you... 



YOSHI  

               Last year I was a critic, but my name   
             was Yoshi Platypepo.  The few people  
                    that did read my reviews idolized  
                   me, so I had to go into hiding  
             again to avoid my fans.  So anyways, I  
          used to work in a circus, and I’m an  
          expert chow mein maker, and hate  
scrabble.  I invented scissors (No! Leonardo Da 
Vinci did not no matter what it says on the  
internet.)  I also am BFF of Surge Ibaka and that 
yellow thing in Pokemon because they both have 
funny names. 

Official video game addict, 
loves sports, though!  XD 
(Loves swimming, football, 
basketball, soccer and biking.) 

360OLLIE 

The only 8th grader in Critics. 

THE 8TH GRADE CRITIC 

sdrawkcab siht daer S.P.!  
bulc scitirc ot og dna, 
ward, daer, ecnad ot ekil 
I. 

RECNAD 

Leader of ShadowClan, 
she is very quiet and 
sneaky.  Watch out, or 
you might be caught and 
traded like prey! 

DARKSTAR 

I’m not real.  I’m 
not fun.  But I am 
real fun. 

MR. REAL FUN 

PROFESSOR BOOKWORM 

                 I’m not a worm, I’m       
                 not a professor, nor  
     am I a book.  But I like books 
anyhow. 

My name is an anagram.   
Anagrams are fun.  I like 

cheese, staring at screens, 
and writing stuff.  I also like 
books.  Books are amazing.  

REAL NUT 




